
Part 16 - Boot Camp Alchemy Class 

 

 

 

INVOCATION:  Infinite Presence, Expressing Your Perfection everywhere, We Welcome 
and Praise Your Perfect Manifestation in Our lives, homes and worlds, that Your 
Radiant Light may forever consume everything unlike Itself, that Your Wisdom may 
Always Direct, Your Love Always Enfold, Your Light Always Illumine Your Perfect 
Pathway and that You Hold Us firmly in Your Glorious Radiance, Now and Forever.  ‘I 
AM’ the Truth of Love, Power and Wisdom! 

 
Repeat of Call in Part 1 

“I Call Forth Beloved St Germain so that we may Know the Truth to several questions regarding 
the use of the ‘I AM’ Discourses and their results since their introduction to humanity from 
1932.  Some of these concerns have been broached within Your recent Discourses to the 
Elemental Grace Alliance and SOEPC, but for reference and ease of locating such information 
in the future, would it be possible to place all these matters in Discourse form please.”  

Question 1.   

“Since 1932 many imbalances, disturbances and control let us remain on the subject of 
America, only for reference sake, have continued unabated.  So many Decrees, Invocations 
have been Declared over time, but still today there are far more of those imbalances that 
were being addressed in the Invocations back in the 1930’s and 40’s.  If the ‘I AM’ Discourses 
are so Powerful and so Potent, why have they not worked, allowing the dark forces and so 
called ‘evil’ to remain and thus continuing to maintain their holds upon humanity today?” 

 
‘Matters of Response’.   
 

1. Qualification of Force.   
2. Transmissions and Astral Interference.   
3. World War II, the Attack on Pearl Harbour And The Cycles of Pluto 
 

1.  QUALIFICATION OF FORCE.   
 

ST. GERMAIN:  Greetings Dear One’s, On New Year’s Day in 1935, exactly 84 years ago, Jesus 
the Christ said to the Students and it is as pertinent today as it was back then:   

 
“It is an Inner Recognition of each one’s own God-Given Dominion, which everyone can assert 
at any time.  I assure you, Beloved Children of Light, that every individual can assert their  
Dominion at any time if they only will by their recognition and acceptance of  their own Mighty 
‘I AM’ Presence for that enables this Mighty Invincible Presence to become the Mighty, 
Directing Intelligence. 



Therefore, do you not see that to this Mighty Presence there is no obstruction — therefore, no 
struggle, no interference of any kind?  This is why the old Scriptural Statement so long used: 
Be Still Know that ‘I AM’ God, can be made a dynamic Power in one’s Life.  This ‘Being Still,’ 
means the harmonizing and quieting of the outer mind.  In the past year, We have drawn 
attention to many of the Scriptural Statements, giving more explanation of their true meaning.  
This year We hope to bring forth a full and complete explanation of all the ‘I AM’ Statements 
used through the centuries that mankind may have the evidence before their own eyes of the 
Freedom and Dominion which is within their own grasp.  We rejoice and give thanks that this 
year will release such abundant financial support for this Work that Boundless Light and 
Blessings will be brought to mankind.”  End Excerpt. 

 
What was Jesus Qualifying?  Answer:  He was Qualifying the ‘I AM’ Presence Life Force!  We 
cannot repeat enough to the Students, Disciples and Initiates of the New Radiation Centres 
of the World that Qualification of the ‘I AM’ Presence with Your Self First is the First and 
Highest Priority, no matter what!  Allow Me with Due Diligence, to repeat this here again 
‘verbatim’ from within My Discourse to you, Part 1 of the ‘I AM’ Authority Alchemy Class Boot 
Camp Circumstances or Conditions of Engagement, for Working with the ‘I AM’ Discourses, 
The ‘I AM’ Qualification of Life Force!  And let this remain in bold letters, for unless you can 
take this on board you will never advance to the next Level of Consciousness, never stand in 
your Own Authority, never  behold your Full Sovereignty or attain your God Freedom, which 
by the way is the point ‘I AM’ making here for you all: 
 
“Until you have Ascended Fully into Your ‘I AM’ Presence as a Master of your own world and 
reality, the use of Decrees and Invocations, the Application of Gratefulness and Adoration 
for Self and Others is a Law; for while you remain within the limitations of the human 
consciousness, feet on the ground and walking in the quagmire of human creations, you will 
be prone to absorb the lower resonances of such things.  Even at the Higher Resonances this 
can happen, as Jesus has told you, when He was affected by the emotions and actions of 
others, after He came out of the desert.  You are not Free until you have Found your 
Freedom!  NEVER FORGET THIS!!  You can attain your Freedom today, or tomorrow or in a 
lifetime or two away, time is irrelevant in that Event, but where you are, it shall be what 
you give to your ‘I AM’ Presence that will determine the parameters upon Earth as to how 
quickly you shall attain your Freedom.  What do I mean by what you give your ‘I AM’ 
Presence?  One Word Dear One’s ‘SERVICE’!  Being in Divine Service will be the quickest way 
you shall achieve this Mighty Vision!”   End Excerpt.  
 
You see Dear Hearts, there are no excuses, for unless the ‘students’ and I use this reference 
purposefully here to make another point, unless the ‘Students’ of the ‘I AM’ Activity around 
the world truly embrace the Circumstances, or Conditions of the ‘I AM’ Discourses in every 
sense, there can be no permanent Healing for this World, not personally, as a Group or the 
Earth Herself.  This is not a personal matter; it is Universal and Cosmic Law.  

Within the Elemental Grace Alliance, and I have told you everything you shall need to attain 
your ‘I AM’ Freedom is contained within its covers, there is a Discourse by The Mighty Zeus 
and Goddess Tara.  Beloved Zeus in His introduction gives you a clear understanding in this 
matter of Sovereignty, of which I would invite you to review again.  There are so many hints 
and connections to this Discourse answer to Question One, within His Discourse that I shall 
ask for an excerpt to be included here, for within it, you shall have your answer as to why, 
since the introduction of the ‘I AM’ Discourses only a ‘few’, as you have put it Dear Soul, have 



achieved their Mighty Freedom.  Give this some deep thought and while I make no reference 
to any Group formation, organization, foundation, society, club, institute or social 
membership, with your own due diligence you all will hopefully discover once again why the 
New Groups of Living Organisms shall become the New Councils of Light upon the Earth.  Take 
heed Dear Ones of the Mighty God Zeus, I plead with you!  (Discourse EGA Book 1 page 670.) 

The Mighty God Zeus Speaks:   
 
“I make no apology for the use of the word ‘students’ here, for indeed there are still many 
Light Workers out there, who have not yet learnt the lessons that have been offered them over 
their lifetimes and so I make this reference so as to create a firm understanding within the 
minds of Our New Disciples to comprehend fully the differences, so as not to be confused as 
they make their new choices that quickly approach them now!  For without this clarity, just 
another point of reference perhaps, but without question it shall come down to Authority and 
being able to Stand in That Authority, Divinity and Sovereignty of the ‘I AM’ Presence.  This 
shall be your Mighty Victory!  And how is that going to take place if the ‘student’ thinks he or 
she is a Disciple, because We the Hierarchy, Ascended Masters or Angelic Host, out of courtesy 
make such references.  It is about Integrity, Truth, Honour and Humility, yet at the same time 
Power, Steadfastness and Divine Will.  That does not come while still ‘in lesson’ Dear Ones.   
Does that make sense? 

“This is all about the New Radiation Centers and those who will have to make clear decisions 
as to their parts and their Own Qualifications and Divine Virtues as to which Radiation Center 
they will Create or join and align to!  Listen to Me very carefully ‘would be’ Disciples, ‘I AM’ 
not going to mince My Words, so open your Hearts now for this may help you as you approach 
the ‘Open Doors’ of the New Radiation Centers.  Beloved St Germain has offered you His 
admonishments; ‘I AM’ doing the same from a slightly different point of view.  

“Every Life Stream has an Energetic Signature and is composed of Morphogenetic Spectrums 
of frequency arranged in particular forms that hold together your Genetic Profiles and Divine 
Blueprints.   These Patterns Contain Your Light Body and All is an Energetic System.  For the 
Divine Blueprints of Your Light Body to be constricted and to lose energy, a person who is 
choosing destructive behaviours and, or is exposing themselves to lower vibrational 
frequencies of their surrounding environments, which will draw from them, their energies, 
thus depleting their Life Force!  For the Light Body to Activate and Expand and to increase 
energy, the person must choose positive behaviours, constructive and Loving environments 
and expose themselves to Higher Frequencies as often as they can.  This both expands the 
Light Body and replenishes the Life Force from Its Primal Source, The Great Central Sun, 
through their connections with Us, The Hierarchy and more to the point, their own ‘I AM’ 
Presence.  

“The moment is approaching where the New Disciples, who wish to join the New Radiation 
Centers of Earth must Know their connections to the Masters and the ‘I AM’ Presence, as They 
Truly Are!  Too many, think they know these Beloved Ones, but their knowingness’ are simply 
projected perceptions of what in the past, aspiring seekers, students, chelas and good-hearted 
souls have created in varying forms through wishful thinking, wishful desires of aspects of their 
own lives, which they sadly have not been able to accomplish within their own individual 
worlds.  It is like they have a life which they live while holding onto a dream of their own or 
another’s making!  Just look at all the images of the varying Masters, just how much one image 
changes from another! 



“Look at how many Dear Souls use their imaginations in creating stories that depict false 
characterizations, animated or otherwise, just to keep personal dramas, conflict, chaos, 
disorder and dreams outwardly flowing into the consciousness of humanity.  We wish this 
outward flow to Now begin its journey to turn inwards and so such imaginations will have to 
slowly dissolve and begin to touch upon the Realities of the New Cosmic Consciousness.  Do 
not misunderstand My Friends, ‘I AM’ not diminishing ‘imagination’ for this facet of human 
creation has been a vital tool in their Satchels of Hope and Promises for a Quality of Life and 
Freedom of Spirit.  And to take this away from humanity in one swift movement would not be 
for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.  But there is a difference between The Divine Virtue of 
Imagination and that of the use of imagery that provides escape and misdirection!  Yet those 
Spearheads, the Way Showers must now take these old perceptions of consciousness and 
bring them to the Truth.  Like so much Now, even ‘imagination’ must begin to be looked at for 
the untruths that they continue to instil, encourage and foster within those who remain lost 
and who are still grieving for Home! 

“If I may continue, can you not see the stage productions of the Spiritual Glamour around such 
Energetic foci of false presentations.  All very beautiful and all indeed are helpful upon many 
levels and these Dear Ones who create such pageants, parades and spectacles are Blessed 
indeed!  But the New Cosmic Consciousness of True Worship does not require such things and 
indeed these only maintain the continuation of the old perceptions of what I speak of here.  
They only preserve the veil of illusion between humanity and the Ascended Ones.  Give it some 
deep consideration and due diligence on your parts and ask what your Heart feels about these 
points.  Did not St Germain speak of the old ‘New Age’ waning and was no longer required 
within the New Cosmic Golden Age? 

“It is one thing to gather within a Pristine Environment or an auspicious place that reflects the 
Essence of the Energies Radiated.  But it is an entirely different thing to dress up a location, 
that has so many varying uses, such as conference centres, hotels and the like, for a weekend 
or a week and then disassemble everything back to its normal use.  Can you see where ‘I AM’ 
going with this?  The New Radiation Centres will be Permanent Structures and Fixtures upon 
Sacred Sites or Lands that have been Especially Cleansed and Activated for such employment, 
so that the Energies can Expand, Expand and Expand, in, through and all around each other.  
Not to begin and just as the Energies begin to flow, just as suddenly as you began, all is 
cancelled and negated.  Can you imagine for just a moment, what that does to the Elementals, 
Devas and Angelic Host?  Would you expect the Etheric Temples of Light to do these sorts of 
swapping and changing?  How long do you think they would last if they did! 

“How effective would they be with their Radiation Activations and Sacred Fire Releases?  So, 
you see Dear Souls, the differences between that which is present today and that which must 
now be Transmuted into the next levels of Manifestation and Vibrational Resonances are 
becoming clearer by the day.  The Will-To-Do, Perfection, Permanency, Constancy, Purity, 
Rhythm, Peace and Commitment is so vital to the changes coming.   

“Dear Ones, the whole of the astral plane is made up of these old projections and it is all these 
archetypal energies, some very high astral vibrations indeed, that you the Blessed Disciples of 
the New Radiation Centres will have to break down and dissolve.  You are the Ones who will 
have to pierce through the many miasmic levels of such illusions.  This very construct of the 
Hierarchy as believed by mankind to date, is yet another manifestation of mankind, quite real 
to them, I will add and yet one, that has served its purpose and will continue to do so a while 
yet, for it is with all intended Purposes Designed by God with a Divine and Loving Intention, 



just not all of it is the Highest Truth.  Did Beloved Sekhmet not address this within Her 
Communiqué with Peter within these Discourse Transcripts? 

“I wish to Propose that this also be now placed within the agendas for complete dissolution in 
accordance to God’s Will so that the Real Essence and Presence of the Ascended Masters and 
Others shall be seen in Their True Lights upon the Ground of Earth.  For without this complete 
clearance of all these untruths then indeed, the Full Ascension Program will not be finalized.  
It will be the responsibility of The New Disciples of the Temples or Radiation Centres of the ‘I 
AM’ Presence and you as Our Messengers, to convey to mankind upon the Earth a greater 
sense of awareness of the living, breathing, tangible, ever present Reality of Ourselves as 
Ascended Masters and God Intelligences and not as to how mankind, has to date, projected 
Us to be.  

“It is not enough to know Our Names, Our Retreats and Our Offices, for most are completely 
oblivious to the unique Self-Awareness that of Each of Us, are as Individualized Expressions of 
God possess.  Little do they realize how We Truly Express Our Knowingness, how We actually 
perceive Life, or how We view the actions of those in physical embodiment from Our Own 
Higher Perspective of the God Reality.  Nor do those on the Path yet appreciate the degree of 
striving necessary to accelerate the Light within themselves.   

“Many ‘students’ today, are still unaccustomed to the delivery of Our Channels through Our 
various Messengers.  Oh, they have listened, read, reread and ‘studied’ the books just as they 
will this one and yet, the action of cognizing Our Words correctly and accurately as to their 
True Meanings, remains elusive and so is still a relevant imbalance within so many ‘students’.  
They listen, read and study and when they finish go out and continue just where they left off; 
right there within the old duality, not the new Polarity that they were just listening to, reading, 
or studying about.  The New Disciples must become cognizant of such meanings of the words 
they encounter and must understand that which is Radiating from within and around them, 
for these are the very Languages of Light that Peter so admirably defined right at the 
beginning of the book.  

“Why did he do this?  It was not his intention, just a thought he had, but it was his 
Responsibility that We, Zeus and Beloved Tara, placed within his Beingness that he genuinely 
responded to it.  As a New Disciple, One must ardently listen to their Higher Self and act in its 
appropriateness of what is transpiring within and all around them.  I can tell you that this act 
of defining this Language of Light was Intentional on Our Part, due to the needs that We Knew 
would surface somewhere within these Discourses!  It was the prelude Dear Hearts for these 
Discourses!  Do you see the Power in what ‘I AM’ saying here?  One must truly feel the 
Importance of the Divine Guidance of Truth to be Known and then Expressed within the 
Intentions of One’s Soul!  How else will this happen, if the Disciple is not in tune with his or her 
‘I AM’ Presence?  Nothing is by chance and God in His/Her Wisdom makes every effort for His 
Children of Light to study, learn, experience, Self-Realize and then Express in their outer lives.  
Not just to receive the information and then bypass over it, as if by some other point of focus, 
of some ‘other’ better or perceived more important matters, that are given precedence and 
allows forgetfulness to return.”   End Excerpt. 

Make no mistake Dear Hearts, those who have engaged the ‘I AM’ Discourses, especially the 
tens of thousands at the time of their use in the 30’s and 40’s made such a huge difference, 
and if not for them this world would be a VERY different place today.  The masses of dark and 
evil would be rife, indeed We could say there would be very little Earth left!  And for that We 



are All very Grateful.  But this was not enough back then to eliminate the dark and evil, or 
even sufficiently to prevent them from growing stronger and stronger after World War II. 

I tell you Dear Souls, the Conditions of Engagement have not been given to humanity as they 
have for the Elemental Grace Alliance, not so directly and so concisely laid out.  The reason 
for this is solely due to the Formation of this Group Living Organism.  Which by the way, ‘I 
AM’ delighted to inform you that Brother Jesus The Christ shall be Speaking to you all very 
soon about such Living Organisms with information that has not been shared with humanity 
before.  You shall remember in the Djwhal Khul Studies for Group Initiation, on Day 34, made 
reference to this when He said:  “The work now being done by Shamballa and the Hierarchy 
on behalf of humanity will tend also to develop group consciousness and the formation of 
many groups which will be living organisms and not organizations; it will make Group 
Initiation possible and will enable certain aspects of the will to flower forth correctly and with 
safety.  The tendency to overlook the distinction between groups and organizations are still 
very deep-seated, innate, and inherent; the coming of the Christ will throw much light upon 
this problem.  A study of Rule IV as given to Disciples and Initiates will also serve to clarify this 
matter, and with that we shall now concern ourselves.”  End Excerpt. 

So more about Group Living Organisms with the Christ Jesus another time.   

Without going into greater detail Dear Souls, I believe, through your own execution of due 
diligence and further investigation and Inner Work, you will see and feel the differences 
between Organizations, Foundations, etc and Group Living Organisms where such 
resistances, interferences, forgetfulness, obstructions and obstacles shall be removed with 
greater ease through Group Activity, Co-Operation, Co-Creativity, Co-Stabilization, Unity 
Consciousness and Group Vision, Purpose and Divine Will.  

It shall be these Living Organisms that through the completion of Initiated Activations, that 
will sequentially elevate the Group Resonances to attain certain Grants and Investments of 
Energies that were not and have not been Realized, Integrated or Incrementally Appreciated 
and Comprehended in such a Heightened, Elevated or an Illumined way ever before. 

I close this Discourse today, 1st January 2019, with another excerpt from the Christ Jesus given 
on New Year’s Day 1935.  I give this to you here once again, that shall offer you here within 
the EGA SOPEC, its Full Radiation.  I share this here for where Jesus says, 

 “The protection which has been given America and certain other parts of the world during the 
past few months has transcended anything I have ever known in My experience’.  Because the 
‘I AM’ is not limited to time or space, both He and I, can Wholeheartedly say this again, 84 
years later, about the ‘Protection given by the SOEPC, through your Invocations and use of 
Buddhic Columns, has never been experienced with such potency, it has never been known in 
Our Experiences before this time.”   End Excerpt. 
 
JESUS THE CHRIST SPEAKS 
 
“Again, let Me assure you that this Work of Saint Germain and Myself is entirely different from 
anything that has been given forth to the Western World, because in this Work there are no 
human concepts nor opinions.  It has not been possible to do this heretofore until the Visible 
Light and Sound Rays could be established through which Knowledge and Instruction could be 
given.  If you Beloved Ones, as Students, can realize this, how great will be your Blessing and 
benefit.  



“The protection which has been given America and certain other parts of the world during the 
past few months has transcended anything I have ever known in My experience.  Oh!  If 
humanity could but realize this, how gladly and willingly would they co-operate to their utmost 
to sustain it so it’s All-powerful Activity might ever increase. 

“We can but call your attention to the Truth, the Reality as We know it to be.  When you can 
fully accept this Truth and apply it in your world and activity, you will have all the proof 
required in your own experience to enable you to know the Full Power of the Truth of which I 
have spoken. 

“To all who can accept this Truth, it will enable Me to charge their consciousness and fill their 
worlds and activity with this Truth.  They who doubt must wait, for doubt and fear are the two 
doors through which every human being must pass to know and have his Full and Complete 
Freedom.  The key that unlocks these doors is Divine Love in each one’s acknowledgment of 
his own Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence as the Fullness of the Power of Divine Love Acting.   

“The Door to the Seventh Octave of Light stands open to every one of the Beloved Students 
under this Radiation who will make sincere, earnest, Self- conscious application.  This, My 
Beloved Brothers and Sisters, means your Freedom.  Can you, will you, grasp this with the full 
Power of your ‘I AM’ Consciousness and be Free?  As ‘I AM’ dictating these Words to the 
Messengers (and You the ‘I AM’ Authority Alchemy Class here today) through amplifiers which 
your outer world has not yet known, these Words and this Radiation are going forth into the 
mental and feeling world of humanity, which will immediately start into operation; and as the 
students and individuals contact these Words from time to time, they will find an immediate 
response which will enable them to feel the Truth and the Reality of which I speak.”  End 
Excerpt. 

I will, before I step back this day, say to you all with Encouragement and Advocating My 
Counsel, repeat as often as you can the Decrees and Invocations that you have set forth for 
your Buddhic Columns, Tubes, Orbs and Extra Electronic Belts of White Fire Substances.   For 
now, with the use of the Full Radiation of these Discourses and now again with the 
Acknowledgement from Beloved Jesus the Christ and God Zeus and Goddess Tara, they are 
even more powerful than when they were set in place on the 7th December 2018.  With these 
Light Structures and Pyramids of Full Radiation you shall now bolster, fortify, and reinforce 
these Creations, so that the Intensities and Magnification of Love and Light can be 
Transmitted with Greater Receptivity and Acceptance Worldwide.  Please do not miss this 
Opportunity, for only humanity can do this; Only Humanity can Set Forth the Full Power of 
God’s Grace!  Please ponder this last statement with deeper conviction, confidence, passion, 
and fervour.   
 
Today is also the beginning of the second ‘I AM’ Discourse Study Period.  The New Year Begins 
Dear and Beloved Brothers and Sisters, and so do your New Creations! 
This ends Part 2.   
 
BENEDICTION:  Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence!  Transcendent in this Christ Activity!  We Give 
to You Our Eternal Thanks and Gratitude for Your Love, Glory, Freedom, and Our 
Conscious Ability and Power to Accept the Fullness of Your Glory Made Manifest in the 
outer activity of Our lives; That We Stand With Firm Determination in Your Light, 
Directed by Your Wisdom and Forever Sustained by Your Transcendent Love, Anchored 
Within Our Hearts.   
 



Additional Information:  Who Is God Zeus and Goddess Tara? 
God Zeus Speaks: (Page 670 Elemental Grace Alliance – The God Awakening Book ) 
 
“I Zeus AM a Hierarch of the Element of Akasha, of the First Secret Ray.  I Work very closely 
with El Morya, Beloved Surya, The Goddess of Light, Chohan Amerissis and Archangel Roiiel.  
My Divine Qualities are Responsibility, Victory, Royalty and Nobility, while Our Crystal-Clear 
Flame/Ray is the Vital Breath of the Prana Life Force within All Life!  You could say ‘I AM’ the 
Sacred Fire that Encompasses All, for ‘I AM’ the Hierarch of the Causal Body Momentum;  The 
Liquid Currents of the Life Force of Akasha; The Elemental Force of Nature of Akasha.  ‘I AM’ 
the Hierarch for the Elemental Essence and Great Solar Devas of Akasha.  This is My Authority, 
and I tell you all, this as a prelude to What and Who ‘I AM’.” 
End Excerpt. 


